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Students make iron fiting patterns to
visualize the invisible field lines in a
magnetic field. They also compare the
pattern made by a singte magnet to the
paftern made by two magnets placed near
each other.

The students

rrr observe the pattern made by iron fit ings
on a sheet of paper placed over a magnet

,i:r infer that the pattern is made by the
invisible field l ines in the field surrounding
a magnet

),- corTlpdre the pattern made by a single
magnet to the pattern made by two
magnets placed near each other

SCH EDU LE
About 45 minutes
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field lines
magnetic field
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For each

Activity Sheet 4, Parts A an
safety goggles*

t, rod
magne

BACI(GROU 1{ D I N FORMATION

The area around a magnet where the force of
the magnet acts or is felt is called the magnetiq ,
feld. Although this magnetic field is invisible, )-
if iron fi l ings are sprinkled on a sheet of paper ' \
covering the magnet, the fi l ings wil l arrange in
a pattern of lines-called field lines-that
reveal the presence of the magnetic field. The
presence of the magnetic fietd explains why a
magnet's force can be felt at a distance from
the magnet itself.

The field l ines (sometimes called l ines of
force) are more concentrated at the ends
(poles) of the magnet and extend from the
magnet in three dimensions. The strength of
the magnetic force decreases as the distance
from the magnet increases.

l l tape, transparent*
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Make a copy of ity Sheet 4, Parts A
and B, for e

For each of two stu place
about e-hal f  teaspoon

stic cup.

team of two students wil l
all magnet, one rod magnet, a p

cup containing iron fi l ings, a sheet o
paper, and two pieces of tape.

sht paper, whi
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Magnetic Fields
For each magnet, make three sketches of the patterns made by the iron
filings. Compare your sketches with those of other students. put an ,l( in
the box that shows the most common Dattern.

Small tegnet

Pictur€ 2

Drawings wil l  vary. The pattern that students identi fy as
"most common" should resemble the sketches shown
here. Rod t.tnct

Plctur€ 2

Plctur€ 1

)K,
9K

Plctur€ 3

Plcture I Picture 3

o

V Activity Sheet 4, Pail A

Divide the class into teams of two and
distribute one small magnet, one rod magnet,
a cup containing iron fi l ings, a sheet of paper,
and two pieces of tape to each team.
Distribute Activity Sheet 4, Parts A and B,
and a pair of safety goggles to each student.

Tett the students to tape the sma[[  magnet to
the top of one of their desks and to place a
sheet of paper over the magnet. Ask the
students to sprinkle the iron fi l ings onto the
paper over the magnet.

Tellthe students to sketch on Activity
Sheet 4,Part A, the pattern made by the iron
fit ings and the small magnet (see Figure 5-r).
Ask the students to repeat the process two
more times and to sketch what thev see
each t ime.

V Activlty Sheet 4, Part B

Addit ionat I  nformation

Students may need to try this severaltimes
to get a distinct pattern. Let them repeat the .
process. The filings can be returned to the I .
cup by picking up the two sides of the sheet i
of paper and pouring the filings back into ,,
the cup. i

I. . . . . . , . I

As students work, remind them to notice
whether any patterns are obserued repeatedly:
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Magnetic Fietds
1. Sketch the pattern made by two magnets.

Turn one magnet around, tape it down again, and sprinkte the filings.
Sketch the pattern you s€e.

Depending on which arrangement of magnets the
student started with, the sl<etches mav be switched.
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Addit ional I  nformation

L Figure 5-2. lron filing pattern of the rod magnet.L Figure 5-t lron filing pattern of the small mognet.

Write the term field lines on the board.
Explain that what they have sketched is a
picture of the invisible field l ines that
surround the magnet and show where its
magnetic force can be felt.

Next, write magnetic field on the board,
and make sure students can define magnetic
fietd as the area around a magnet where the
magnet's f ield l ines can be detected. Tellthe
students that as the tiny iron fi l ings respond
to the put lof  the magnet,  they l ine up around
the magnet,  out l in ing the magnet ic f ie ld.

Repeat steps z and 3, this time with the rod
magnet (see Figure 5-z).

ches
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Addit ionat Information

Now encourage the students to explore the
pattern made by a combination of magnets.
Ask, What do you think the pattern woutd
look like if two magnets were placed next to
each other (end to end) without touching?

Teams should position the two magnets end
to end, about 1.5 cm Glzin.) apart, and tape
them to the desk top. Tell students to cover the
two magnets with a sheet of paper and sprinkle
the iron filings as before (see Figure 5-3). Have
the students sketch the pattern that results at
the top of Activity Sheet 4, Part B.

t(sc '3arvte malnc_ts - b"th flr{
nr' 6rfln Srvla_(/
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L Figure 5-3. lron filing patterns with opposite poles together (left) and like poles together (right).

Now tellteams to remove the paper and iron
fi[ ings, turn one of the magnets r8oo (facing
in the opposite direction), and tape it down
again. Tellthem to cover the magnets again
with paper, sprinkle the iron fi l ings, and
notice how the pattern has changed. Telt
them to sketch this pattern at the bottom of
Activity Sheet 4, Part B.

a
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Addit iona[ Information

Ask, How do the patterns confirm what you
already know about the strength of different
parts of the magnet?

Ask, ls the magnetic field flat or does it
surround the magnet in atl directions?

Tet[ students that thev can observe that the
magnetic f ield extends in alldirections. Place a- lar.qe

magnet flat on a desk.' '  J

Sprinkle some iron fi l ings on a sheet of paper
N"'ts .(hat .{i*-l.l- iinc-s r^r i I t
not apputr
a( e_ o^ the

The concentration of filings is greater at the
ends of the magnet. ln the last activity
students discovered that the ends of a
magnet picked up more paper clips than the
middle of the magnet.

Students probably know that the magnetic
force acts in all directions. However, they
may not realize that the field lines extend in
three dimensions.

t^rvcf,nq tha rrttrr{ne.t q,s be€ore-,
Tiley wil l obsCrve the iron fi l ings

"staruLin4" ,rp \rcd- ar<:dn.l t.-t

lrorn thou cu4."r. u
be-c>rzt*se &'te poics i
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Ask students to t
in the center of a piece of papEl
them to make an iron fi l ing pattern by
placing the piece of paper so that the
magnet outl ine is positioned over the
magnet taped to the desk. Now ask them
use another magnet and a paper
the strength of that magn ends and
in the middte. Ask compare the
strength of rent parts of the magnet
with h fiting pattern.

$crrrucE fouRr{ALs
t l ine of  a magnet Have students placetheir co

activity sheets in th te journals.

The iron fi l ings s poured back into
their container and return with the
cups and magnets, to the
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finvestigating Magnetic Po[es
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Students observe the putting and pushing
power (attraction and repulsion) of magnets.
They are atso introduced to the Law of
Magnetic Attraction.

The students

b::o obruru. that the interaction between two
magnets results in attraction or repulsion

'c' learn that the ends of magnets are referred
to as poles

lle are introduced to the Law of Magnetic
Attraction

SEH EDU tE
About 3o minutes

VOEABUIARY

attract
Law of Magnetic Aftraction
poles
repel

MATERIATS

each student

7 Activity Sheet 5

For each of

t

7

1

cart,

magnet, large
magnet, rod*'uJdonS
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PREPARATION

Make a copy of Activity Sheet 5 for each
udent.

Each team of twci
plastic cart, a rod
and a dot.

wi l l need  a
a large magnet,

Arrange for ch team of students to
work on surface at least big as
(or bi r  than) a desk top. Unc
hat l are exce[[ent work sites

Students have observed how magnets
respond when they are placed near a
magnetic material such as iron or steel.

ln this activity students observe the .)(
interaction between a large magnet and i rba
magnet. The poles of the large magnet are
located at its f lat sides, or faces. Because this
magnet is positioned in the cart randomly by
the students, and because the dot is placed
on the rod magnet arbitrari ly, the init ial
investigation by the students witl yield.mixed
results. About half the carts will be attrocted
to, or pulted toward, the rod magnet and hatf
wilt be repelled, or pushed away. From this
experiment students learn that two magnets
interact differently with each other, depending
on how they are positioned.

@r\,q
two met€t

the plastic carts by inserti
axles into the hotes in e

the four wheels

BACKGROU 1{ D I 1{ FORMATION



V Activity Sheet 5

Investigating Magnetic Poles
1. What is the Law of Magnetic Attraction?

Like poles repet .  Unl i l<e poles at t ract .

Circle the correct answer based on your observations,

2. When the dofted end of the rod magnet was brought ctose to the
magnet in the cart, the cart was pulled/pushed.

3. This means that the two magnets repelted/attracted each other.

+ Think about the Law of Magnetic Attraction. The potes of the
magnets were like/untike.

5. When the undotted end ofthe rod magnet was brought close to the
magnet in the cart, the cart was pulted/pushed.

6..This means that the two magnets repelled/attracted each other.

7. Think about the Law of Magnetic Attraction. The potes ofthe
magnets were llke/untlke.

Answers wi l I  vary,  depending on the or ientat ion of the
magnets,

The answers pulled, attracted, and unlike wilt be
correct  for  one end of  the magnet.  The answers
pushed, repe[ led,  and t ike wi t [  be correct  for  the other
end  o f  t he  magne t .

il
I
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A Give the students z-3 minutes to investigate
T the materials. Then explain that they should

Divide the class into teams of two and
distribute an assembled cart, a large magnet,
a rod magnet, and a dot to each team.

put the large magnet in the slot at one end of
the cart and take their materials to the work
site you have selected for them.

Tetl the students not to remove the magnet
once it has been inserted into the cart.

Addit ional Information

Because the materials are new to the
students, they will need time to explore
them before they can be expected to settle
into their work. This time spent will arouse
interest in the investigation of magnets and
will ultimately lead to a clearer understanding
of the concepts.

Have one team member put a cotored dot on
one end ofthe rod magnet. Have the other
team member hold the dotted end of the rod
magnet at least 30 cm (about r ft) from the
end of the cart that contains the large magnet,
then slowly inch the rod magnet toward the
cart unti lthere is a reaction (see Figure 6-r).
Ask, What happened when the cart and rod
magnet got close to each other?

-!.=i:re-jr-:r=ffi

Some carts will move toward (be attracted
to) the rod magnet while others will move
away from (be repelled by) the rod magnet.

ffi 
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Addit ionaI lnformation

utrrra roirii J^a *;riai:*"t
board.
the rod m

Encourage students to repeat the activity two
or three times. As they work, verify that alt
teams are using the same materials and that
all teams are conducting the investigation in
the same way, that is, they are keeping the
dotted end of the rod magnet facing the
magnet on the cart. Ask, How can you
explain the fact that we atl used the same
materials and did the same thing, but we
alt did not get the same results?

lf students are not clear about what they
have seen, encourage discussion by using the
two ends of the rod magnet to push and putl
the cart around a flat surface, such as a desk
or the floor in the classroom or hallway. Ask,
What must you do to putt the cart? What
must you do to push the cart?

Now have the students turn their rod magnet
around so thqt the opposite (undotted) end of
the rod magnet is pointing toward the cart. Tell
them to slowly move the undotted end of the
rod magnet toward the cart. After students
cbserve a reaction, ask, What happened?

After repeating the activity several times, the
students should become aware that there is
another factor involved thot is causing
different teams to get different results.

Holding the rod magnet one woy witt putl the
cart. Turning it the other way will push the cart.

Most students will Qe surprised to find that
their cart moves in the opposite direction. ln
other words, if the dotted end of the magnet
pulled the cart, the undotted end will push
the cert, and vice verse.

toward
away

L Figure 6-t Slowly inch the rod magnet toward the cart until there is a reaction.

obserue ottrac
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Addit ional I  nformation

Write attracf and repel on the board and
explain that scientists use these words to
describe the actions of a magnet. Tel[ the
students that both ends of a magnet wil l
always aftract- or. pull- magnetic materials,
but that the end of one magnet does not
always attract the end of another magnet.
When the ends of two magnets do not attract
each other, they repel-or push each other
AWAV.

Write poles on the board. Tell students that
the ends of magnets are called potes. The
poles are where the magnetic f ield is
strongest. Every magnet has two poles that
are equal in strength

Write Law of Magnetic Attraction on the
board and tell the students that the Law of
Magnetic Attraction states the following: Like
poles repel; unlike poles attract.

Distribute a copy of Activity Sheet 5 to each
student. Te[[ students to answer question r
by writ ing the Law of Magnetic Attraction at
the top of their  sheets.  Have them answer
questions z-7 according to what they
observed d uring their experiments.

Science and Math

b Have students measure the "pull ing" and
"pushing" forces of the large magnet and
the rod magnet as follows: Lay a ruler
horizontally on the desk, and put the large
magnet at the left end of the ruler with one
end touching the ruler. Slowly push the rod
magnet along the ruler from right to left
toward the large magnet. Note when the
"push" or "pull" between the magnets is
first felt, and record that distance. Turn the
rod magnet around, repeat the test, and
record that distance. Then.turn the large
magnet around, repeat the test, and record
the distance. Finally, turn the rod magnet
around again, repeat the test, and record
the distance. Have students cornpare the \
four distances that they recorded. Are the
two "push" distances the sameJ Are the
two "pu[[" distances the same? Are the
"push" distances the same as the "pu["

distances? (At ld istances should be roughly
the same.)

lf possible, give $te students more time to
investigate the attraction and repulsion of
the magnets. Encourage them to use the '

words attract and repel to describe what
they see.

lFi
I( EINFORCEMENT

l f  students do not understand the concept of
magnetic attraction and repulsion, give them
additional t ime to work with two of the same
type of magnets. Students can use either the
rod, large, or sma[[ magnets to investigate
how, by changing the orientation of one of
the magnets, the magnets wil l either repel or
attract each other.

ffi 
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